Carnets 101

What is an ATA Carnet?
An ATA Carnet is a passport for equipment.

It proves to customs that goods have been
exported/imported with the full intention of being
exported/imported back to it’s origin in it’s entirety.
This avoids having to pay import duty and VAT tax when
travelling abroad.
When raising a UK Carnet – they can be bonded (valid for)
2/6/12 months depending on requirement.

Raising a Carnet:

What we
need from
you:
We require on a carnet list:
- A description of the item along with it’s serial number (preferably)
- Item quantity
- Second hand value
- Country origin
- Approx. total weight of the entire list (or per case)

This is The Chamber of Commerce
When writing carnet descriptions they must be worded to be
understood by someone who’s knowledge in your industry
may be non-existent.

The Carnet Tutorial:

The Green Front Cover
When leaving the UK, customs MUST stamp box “H” in the
bottom left corner.
This will unlock your carnet for use.
Failure to get this done will render
the Carnet invalid for use until that
is done.

The Manifest
This page(s) will list
everything that applies to
the carnet, like a person on
a passport.
Following similar rules to a
passport. The items on a
manifest cannot be
changed once it has been
raised.

The item numbers here will
correspond to what is being
signed in and out at border
crossings.

Yellow Counterfoil
Anything Yellow is for UK Customs – After filling in the
corresponding voucher; customs will take the voucher then
fill in and stamp the counterfoil.

When customs hand the carnet back, please make sure there
is a stamp in box 7. and box 6. – if there’s no stamp there will
be a financial penalty.

Box 7. – Exportation
To be stamped when you leave the UK

Box 6. – Re-Importation
To be stamped when you return to the UK

White Counterfoil
Anything White is for customs at your destination (for example
entering the EU) – After filling in the corresponding voucher;
customs will take the voucher then fill in and stamp the
counterfoil.

When customs hand the carnet back, please make sure there is a
stamp in box 8. and box 8. – if there’s no stamp there will be a
financial penalty.

Box 8. – Importation
To be stamped when you enter your destination.

Box 8. – Re-Exportation
To be stamped when you leave your destination.

White Counterfoil
A stamp will now be required when entering a country in the
European Union from the UK.

Once entered into the EU you may travel between other
member countries without requiring any further stamps,
think of the EU as one singular entity.
The next required white page stamp would be leaving an EU
country to enter a non-EU country like the UK / Switzerland
etc…

Vouchers

These are for custom’s records
1.

This will Mirror the holder
information on the front cover.

Either; ‘Road’, ‘Air’ or ‘Ocean’
‘As per attached manifest’

Enter the numbers you are
signing in from the manifest /
equipment list to mirror the
corresponding counterfoil.

b
-

Place (where you currently are;
airport, port etc.)
Name …
Signature …
Date …

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

– Each voucher corresponds
with a counterfoil which
customs will check matches
then will stamp and remove
for their records.

Vouchers
Each Counterfoil has a
corresponding Voucher.
Each Voucher also needs to be
filled in alongside the
counterfoil. This will save time
and hassle trying to explain /
rely on the customs officer.

All Yellow Vouchers /
Counterfoils should only
ever be touched by the
origin country/region for the
UK.

All White Vouchers /
Counterfoils should only ever
be used by the 3rd countries the
Carnet/gear is travelling to.

Example:
UK / France (EU) – Spain (EU) /
AUS – AUS / UK.

Blue Transit Pages
The blue pages have their own vouchers
and counterfoils which are to be used in
the same way as the yellow and whites.
The single purpose of the Blue pages are
for when travelling THROUGH a country
to get from one Carnet using country to
another Carnet using country.

For example - if you wanted to travel from Germany through
Switzerland to Italy, but NOT stopping in Switzerland for
anything other than maybe possible driver breaks.

